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feature request:basic file management abilities Within showtime..
Like copy, paste, move to a different drive etc, rename, etc would be handy hope this is possible
Thanks for a fantastic player puts everyone else's player to shame
Related issues:
Related to Feature # 1728: add rename option

New

08/17/2013

Related to Feature # 2654: ability to browse & add folder/bookmarks to favor...

New

05/30/2015

Duplicated by Feature # 1929: PS3 - cut,copy,paste,move,create folder functio...

Fixed

02/06/2014

Associated revisions
Revision c7360b7b - 07/18/2016 01:22 PM - Andreas Smas
Add support for copy/paste of files and folders
Fixes #3190
Fixes #1929
Fixes #1862

Revision 1b56ee17 - 07/19/2016 11:29 AM - Andreas Smas
Add 'Copy to location...' option for copying files
refs #3190
refs #1929
refs #1862

History
#1 - 01/17/2014 10:42 AM - The Guru
Sorry this is for the PS3 version

#2 - 04/28/2014 02:40 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #1728: add rename option added
#3 - 05/31/2014 10:34 AM - Ema Nymton
I wish we could have at least copy and paste abilities in order to copy files from the internal HDD / external USB drive and/or a remote SMB share.
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#4 - 06/17/2014 03:51 PM - The Guru
Ema Nymton wrote:
I wish we could have at least copy and paste abilities in order to copy files from the internal HDD / external USB drive and/or a remote SMB share.

thanks ema, copy and paste from and to different drives would be cool...I really can't wait for this...it would make life so much easier!!...

#5 - 06/17/2014 04:48 PM - Max Lourenço
I agree some sort of built in file management would be nice.
BUT please make it so that this can be turned on or off. Like the DELETE option. I find this option extremely useful, but also extremely dangerous. I
normally have it off because I wan't everyone to use my PS3 but I don't want any accidents :-)
I normally do all file management mostly through FTP.
IMO a file manager plugin would be excellent also (but I don't know if plugins have access to file system - so this might not be that easy). One that you
could install or not and with an interface for the HTTP server.

#6 - 06/17/2014 05:16 PM - The Guru
Max Lourenço wrote:
I agree some sort of built in file management would be nice.
BUT please make it so that this can be turned on or off. Like the DELETE option. I find this option extremely useful, but also extremely dangerous.
I normally have it off because I wan't everyone to use my PS3 but I don't want any accidents :-)
I normally do all file management mostly through FTP.
IMO a file manager plugin would be excellent also (but I don't know if plugins have access to file system - so this might not be that easy). One that
you could install or not and with an interface for the HTTP server.

Hmmm, I have had quite a few mp4 players with file managers and everyone has had access to them...the only thing is obviously the system files
etc...but multiman access to drives etc...I suppose it depends on who has access...

#7 - 01/19/2015 06:07 PM - The Guru
The Guru wrote:
Sorry this is for the PS3 version

Still waiting will see the light of day :0(
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#8 - 01/19/2015 06:08 PM - The Guru
Comment
The Guru wrote:
Sorry this is for the PS3 version
Still waiting will see the light of day??!?! :0(

#9 - 01/20/2015 10:37 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Target version set to 5.0
#10 - 01/20/2015 10:49 AM - The Guru
Leonid Thank you very much!! you have made my day...can't wait for this!! (well I suppose I have do lol)...

#11 - 05/31/2015 06:09 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #2654: ability to browse & add folder/bookmarks to favorites folder while audio or video runs in background added
#12 - 07/22/2015 03:16 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 5.0 to 5.2
#13 - 07/18/2016 01:22 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:git|c7360b7bf98bc74abda8e945548843d1e56e7288.
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